activity. By comparison, the mean-difference peak showed an activation of 32%.
We wish to underscore not just that the variance in our images was not uniform; rather, we stress that response localization can differ depending on whether and how parametric difference maps in clude measures of local variance. The eccentric peak of the t map in our activation study could have represented a physiologically significant region that was more uniformly activated than surrounded re gions; however, the fact that this peak varied with the amount of smoothing confounds such an inter pretation. Any of several sources of variance radioactive decay, reconstruction noise, anatomical variability, or response heterogeneity-could have caused this area of low variance. We conclude from these data that if heterogeneity of local variance suggests the use of t maps using pixel or voxel vari ance, these t maps should be interpreted along with mean-difference images or t maps created with pooled variance, which appear to be less sensitive to smoothing parameters. To the Editor:
We are very grateful to Drs. Taylor, Minoshima, and Koeppe for their constructive comments on the behavior of t-statistic images at different recon structed resolutions. In general, we agree that the use of a voxel-based variance image can introduce problems, both practical and theoretical, into the interpretation of CBF activation studies but with perhaps a different nuance. The observation that an activation focus in a voxel t image is moved around by 10-20 mm by choice of smoothing filter is cause for concern. However, in fairness, the t test empha sizes reproducibility of response, not just magni tude of mean response, and it is not unreasonable that this joint optimization will result in different localization depending on the structure of the vari ance image. Nevertheless, if the sample variance is not an adequate representation of the underlying true variance, then one is simply introducing sam pling noise into the problem.
The critical issue then is whether any observed structure in the variance image is a real property of the (unknown) population variance or an artifact of the limited sample size. In our study (Worsley et aI. , 1992) , we found that variance values in a typical nine-subject sample showed no significant tendency to group into more than a single cluster. We con cluded that, although there may be visually appar ent patterns in the variance image, we could not claim that these were other than fluctuations about the mean population value at the center of the single cluster. Hence the choice of a single pooled esti mate of variance.
A criticism of the use of a pooled estimate of variance is the insensitivity of the resultant statisti cal image to misregistration artifacts. A single sub ject may contribute a large artifactual CBF change at some location, increasing the mean CBF change without the compensating influence of a concomi tant increase in local variance which would cor rectly damp the voxel t value but not the pooled t value. We prefer to separate the methodological is sues of image registration from the subsequent sta tistical test since there are now numerous tech niques for aligning images and performing quality assurance on individual subject data. With properly aligned images, the use of a pooled estimate of pop ulation variance increases the sensitivity of the de tection statistic and allows for a rigorous three dimensional Gaussian random field formalism (Worsley et aI. , 1992) .
Recently Worsley (in press) and Worsley et ai. (in press) gave a theoretical result for the p value of the maximum of a voxel t map. They pointed out that there is a serious theoretical difficulty when one reduces the number of subjects below five, since the variance image completely dominates the voxel t map. In fact if there are just four subjects, the variance map is very likely to be exactly 0 at several locations in the brain, so that the voxel t map be-comes infinite, irrespective of the underlying acti vation. This curious phenomenon has nothing to do with statistics per se, and all to do with continuity, the property that the difference between IlCBF val ues at adjacent voxels tends to 0 as the voxel size tends to O. To see why this is so, consider the four residual images formed by subtracting the average IlCBF image from each subject's own IlCBF image; note that the sum of squares of these four residual images equals three times the variance map. Sup pose the images are sampled very finely, with very small voxel sizes: then the set of voxels where a residual image is 0 forms a continuous surface or contour in the brain. The contours from two resid ual images will intersect in curves, and three will intersect in points. If three residual images are 0 at a point, the fourth must be 0 since by definition the sum of the residuals over subjects is O. This implies that the variance map will be exactly 0 at one or more points, so that the voxel t map is infinite. The expected number of such 0 points is quite high; for a 1,OOO-cc brain volume and a 20-mm FWHM in each direction, the expected number is 58. 4 (Wors ley, in press). In practice, with finite size voxels, these 0 points almost surely lie between the voxels, but interpolation and resampling the image will pro duce sharp fluctuations in peak values as the voxels approach the 0 points of the variance image. This
